A new method is used to solve the rectangular plate bending problem with mixed boundary conditions. The method overcomes the complicated derivation of the classical solution by Fourth-order differential problem into integrating question. Under uniform loading rectangular plate bending problem with one side fixed the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free rectangular plate, one side simply supported the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free rectangular plate is systematically solved. According to the actual boundary conditions of the rectangular plate, the corresponding characteristic equation can easily be set up. It is presented deflection curve equation and the numerical calculation. By compared the results of the equation to the finite element program, we are able to demonstrate the correctness of the method. So the method not only has certain theoretical value, but also can be directly applied to engineering practice.
Introduction
With the development of the construction industry, the diversity of building is in high demand. It is more and more important to calculate plates under various constraint conditions. So in this paper, applying a new method to solve the bending problem of rectangular plates with mixed boundary conditions .The method provides a simple and practical calculation method for engineering calculation of rectangular plates with mixed boundary conditions, and it has certain theoretical and engineering significance. The method is no need to consider the hypothesis of complex displacement function, which can be very easy to write the total potential energy of rectangular plate on mixed boundary conditions. According to the actual boundary conditions of rectangular plate, corresponding characteristic equation can be easily established, thereby to overcome the cumbersome derivation process in classic solution. Because this method is simple and program characteristics, especially which is more efficient to solve the other methods are not easy to solve problems. 
Theoretical basis for the new method
Fourth-order differential problem is converted to integrating question due to the complicated derivation of the classical solution.
According to the generalized virtual work principle [3] , there is
Or according to the known boundary displacement variation potential energy principle [4] ³³³
Outside surface Yu Gong zero variation principle [5] [6] [7] 
According to formula (5) can be obtained Type (6) 
Pay attention to
Mixed total potential energy is required that the displacement is weakly allowed and the boundary force is coordination allowed [9] . According to this definition, the
According to the inner surface Yu Gong zero variation principle
Taking extreme variation on the displacement and force can obtain the corresponding deflection curve equation.
3 One side fixed the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free rectangular plate Take only by the unit concentrated force simply supported rectangular plate as a basic system, as shown in Fig.1 . To calculate the curved rectangular plate, taking one side fixed the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free under uniform loads rectangular plate as the actual system, as shown in Fig.2 . The new method can get one side fixed the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free rectangular plate total potential energy of minimum potential energy principle, such as type (16) 02051-p.2 
Boundary conditions
Deflection surface equation (18) 
Infinite equations are derived through taking the deflection surface equation into the corresponding boundary conditions of the formula (23) to formula (30) .It is obtained unknown number through assigning for equations. functions makes infinite series converges issue is resolved so m=n=1 2 3…50. By using MATLAB software programming for the A n C m B n ,d m and deflection expression. For example, h/a=0.3 compared with the calculation results of ANSYS, both tend to be consistent, the error is less than 5%. To calculate the curved rectangular plate, taking one side simply supported the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free under uniform loads rectangular plate as the actual system, shown in Fig.4 . The new method can get one side simply supported the opposite side half simply supported half fixed the other two sides free rectangular plate total potential energy of minimum potential energy principle, such as type (34) 02051-p.4
Numerical calculation

Deflection surface equation
Numerical calculation
Calculation parameters were taken a=b=1m q=100N/m2, E=200GPa h/a=0.005 0.1 0.2 0.3 v=0.3 m=n=1 2 3…50, by using MATLAB software programming for the An Cm ,dm and deflection expression. For example, h/a=0.3 compared with the calculation results of ANSYS, both tend to be consistent, the error is less than 5%. The deflection curves of plate are showed in Fig.6 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the new method is applied to solve the bending problem of rectangular plate with mixed boundary conditions under uniform loads. In the MATLAB platform, it is conducted numerical calculation for different issues. In addition, computational analysis of the rectangular plate is carried out using finite element software ANSYS. It is verified the accuracy of the numerical results by comparison, so that the new method is correct.
